While chipping may be inherent in the Singapore DNA, its nature today does appear to be mutating, fuelled perhaps by the space squeeze one is experiencing from a burgeoning population and a more stressful material way of life. The policy reaction is no longer a hard-edged version of the different kind of chipping mentality.

Chipping with tissue packs is in the big picture, annoying but harmless. Yet, even in the land of Singaporeans as urban and bourgeois as a First World country, it makes of a mid-century American.

By the same token, however, chipping, with or withoutlogan poles, is also a form of polite obstruction. It is a friendly method of blocking toward an empty seat ahead. It can also be a bit of a civic bloodsport, as witnessed when airline fliers were first introduced faces, with two seats instead of allocated seats.

As with any other habit, the presence or absence of tissue packs does not guarantee that you will or won't lose your seat when you arrive.

Recently, however, reader Francis C. wrote in to complain about this anti-social chipping by tissue packs as a "serious menace" to the economy. In its ten- sioned letters in response. Most say it is a deeply-rooted habit, a reminder of the cutthroat, hard-nosed and unusually Singaporean char- acter of the country.

As an example of the latter, Chang Ai-p’ng, himself a brush of material significance of tissue packs can be seen in a tunnel of the practice.
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